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•eate's Cmlliiki
by Peter Hogben

So it's Hallowe'en or as a witch calls it,
"Samhain" (a Greater Sabbat). A time
for the dead to walk the earth, for
lighting candles and for pumpkins. A
time for hauntings and demons.

This is not so. Yes, i t
is a Greater Sabbat for

Witches and for the dead

to walk the earth. But

Hallowe'en is much more.

The ancients celebrated

this date as New Year's

Eve, as do most witches.

Being the turning of the
year, the time between the
years was considered a

time at which the barriers between

the worlds of life and death were as

thin as veils, and that spirits could
return, to be welcomed by their kin
and celebrate with them. It is a time

to honour those who have gone before
us, not to fear them.

This is the time for getting rid of
weaknesses (the ancient celt's cattle
least likely to make it through the
winter would be cut from the herd and

slaughtered). Witches bring into the
Circle with them a small piece of paper
on which they have written down
weaknesses or bad habits they'd like
to lose and set fire to it.

This is going to be a continuing
feature to the Mountain Echo. It is to
show a different side of spirituality
other than the norm and to answer

any questions you may have. If you
have any questions or suggestions
about occult studies please write a
short letter to The Witch's Cauldron,
c/o The Echo.

Blessed Be
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I August 16, 1993
Dear Reader,

First, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank those who
commented on the last article I placed
in the paper. The feeling came right
from the heart. There is too much of

the attitude of, "What can you do for
me?" How about, "What can I do for
someone else?"

In here we are faced with the

everyday existence of power and
control. The staff can exercise their

authority on us. And in turn some
inmates will try to lord it over other
inmates. It's a vicious cycle and w e
have to live with it and accept it as
normal. The power and control doesn't
stop there. There are certain inmates
that have jobs where they dominate
others and overstep the bounds of
their jobs. Instead of being helpful to
a fellow inmate, they are trying to
impress the supervisor by belittling
the inmate in front of his peers. The
funny thing is, after putting him down,
they have the guts to ask him for a
favor. What's wrong with this picture?

In my world, if you want respect
you have to earn it. Friendships can
and have been ruined over power and
control and the almighty dollar. The
fastest way to lose a friend is to lend
him or her some money. Throughout
this camp we are led to believe that
the guy next door to you is your friend
and that's what we would like to

believe. But the truth of the matter is,

3

"Who do we really know?"
The same is true of the. inmates

that have a little power. It goes to
their heads and they lose sight of the
jobs and what they are supposed to be
doing. Instead it becomes a way of
exerting the same authority that is
shown to them in the institution. We

all need that little edge in order to feel
like someone other than what we

really are. When it comes down to it,
we're just humans that have all made
a bad mistake. We don't need another

human controlling our lives. Hell, w e
have the government doing that
already. Instead of power and control
over each other, why not work
together and earn the respect and
friendship among ourselves? Be a
friend, don't demand one. Kevin r. oatway

To whoever pulled the
^Registration Memory Pack
from the top of trie organ:
ifs no good to you
anyway—if you do n't mind,
would you put itback in its
Slot? The Chapel Organists

August 30, 1993

Editor,
August 10, 1993 seemed to be

just another day at Mountain
Institution, with very few exceptions.

Since 1976, this day has been set
aside "by Prisoners for Prisoners, and
Supporters" who come together as one
to respect the memory of fallen
"Brothers" who have died of unnatural



causes within the system. All that was
required of you was that you partici
pate in a peaceful work stoppage and
fast for one day. Obviously this was
too much to ask of the vast majority of
inmates at this institution.

What blows me away is that a
great number of inmates want to be

respected and a few demand respect.
However, they are not willing to
respect their predecessors, some who
have paid the ultimate sacrifice and
given up their lives for what little
rights and freedoms we enjoy today.
The least we do is try to keep their
memory alive.

Although August 10 is not
considered by the administration as a
holiday, inmate committees across the
country have worked very hard to see
that no reprisals come about for parti
cipating. A few excuses I heard were,
"I don't know anyone who died while
in prison," or "I can't afford to miss a
day's work." A lot of things have
changed over the years but respect is
still not handed out at the meal line.

It must be earned the hard way. 1
hope that this letter hits home to some
of you. To those who participated on
August 10, two thumbs up!

In chains but not broken,

July 28, 1993

Dear Editor & Mountain Community,

For more than 20 years I have
watched and participated at Mountain
Institution. I have been favourably
impressed with the advanced calibre

of your publication. Congratulations
on the content and excellent layout of
the Canada Day 1993 edition.

Last Wednesday evening as I
walked from the gates, the boxes of
flowers brought back memories How
well 1 remember "the sheer bleakness

of 1972-73." There was no grass, no
landscaping, no 200 boxes of flowers
to welcome me. I brought a five;: dollar
box of bedding plants, hoping they
would be planted inside the fence. I
heard they were planted on the out
side because the soil was better.

Having walked down to your Open
Houses through the years makes me
proud to realize the flowers and the
soil have been enhanced on both sides

of the fences.

1 was saddened beyond words to
realize the well-designed educational
program through SFU was being
cancelled. My mind, soul, spirit and
whole being shudders at the thought
of such a backward step in the 1990's.
1 watched many of you struggle with
another chance at your educational
upgrading long after your peers
finished their college and university. I
have seen life-changing, living trans-
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formations. There isn't a city in BC
where I haven't met Mountain guys on
the streets, in churches and stores, all
sharing a consistent message of
personal and collective change—and
education! I beamed with pride
hearing how they tutored each other.
I enjoyed reading their university
papers. They prodded, struggled and
worked to achieve much, much more
than pretty paper degrees. Hilda Dahi

Hilda Dahl, B.H.E., M.Ed., is a researcher
working on her Ph.D. at UVic. A video, made
with the help of ex-inmate EmiJ (Curly)
Mantha, documents 60 years of their prison
involvement. A lifetime polio survivor,
Hilda has published Livinp in Two Worlds
The Needs of Spouses and Children of Male
Prisoners.

Rebuttal to Inmate Judging

Dear Editor,
A recent article by Terry Thwaites,
editor of Warkworth Institution's
Outlook magazine, caught my
attention. As much as Isympathize
withthose who experience
categorizing and label
ing, andwish it were ^
otherwise, <^jj^

see August Echo

the fact is, there will always be un
kind behaviour until the end of time.

We have got to understand that
these things come at us from the
outside, but it is the inner self that
matters. This is the only place where
we have complete control. It is also
the only place over which we will be
held responsible, and it is where the
real battles are fought and victories
are won. Most people find it easy . to
hate themselves because they are
living under, a barrage of shame and
guilt. Most times the guilt they carry
around is not theirs to begin with.

Then there are those who suffer

for years because of things they did or
were done to them by someone else.
The scars are kept aflame by self-hate
and and low-self-image. To walk
away from the guilt of the past w e
must be able to forgive ourselves and
others. For this we need God's help.

God knew this before we were

born. That is why two thousand years
ago He sent His Son Jesus to die for our
sins. Because He loves us and "in Him

dwells the power to love", we can love
with His power. If we confess our sins
He is faithful and just to forgive lis our
sins and to cleanse us from all

unrighteousness (Uohn 1:9).
Once we have done that we will

experience God's peace and love. Then
we will be able to love our neighbour
as ourselves. The Power of God's love

will allow us to see each person we
"opportunity" to be kind
Categorizing and labeling,

to say, are human traits which will
practiced as long as this world lasts.
iSSfflroNspend a lifetime reacting to

the negative\opinions of others/5
We all Jhave a need to be loved

and accepted by others. As social
beings, our lasting satisfaction and the
meaning of life is in relationships. We
can never have a productive rela
tionship until we learn to relate to God
and then ourselves. The Bible says we
should love others as we love our

selves. Most of us do the opposite. W e
do not affirm ourselves but bombard

others with the same bad treatment

and abuse that we inflict on ourselves.

So treat each other as you wish
to be treated and don't categorize, pi
geonhole or label others. Love through
God and be honest with yourself, God
and Others. Marie Alexander



In my ongoing battle to
enlighten and challenge my readers, I
have come across another heated

question in our society which I hope
will interest all. My intention i n
writing an article is not to lecture and
minister. My intention is to get my
reader to question and explore all the
possibilities before reaching a
conclusion on any given subject. You
decide for yourself.

The question: is Bill 33 good or
bad for Canada? The millions of laws

which exist for the regulation of
humanity appear, upon investigation,
to be divided into three principle
categories: protection of property,
protection of government, and protec
tion of person. Bill 33 fits into the
latter. There are laws in Canada which

protect individuals against slander and
libel. Bill 33 is designed to widen the
net to protect groups and to provide a
remedy for the victims of racist hate.
European governments have passed
hard-core laws preventing the spread
of racist hate in any form. Its time
that Canada did the same.

How does the Bill work? The Bill

calls for a committee to be set up to
oversee hearings on racist propaganda
and to assess and sit in judgment o f
the offenders. This committee is

comprised of peers chosen by the
provincial government. This proposed
Bill has raised the hackles of many
civil libertarians and N.D.P critics.

Under the gun and in the
trenches is the B.C. Organization to
Fight Racism, or the B.C.O.F.R. Taking
most of the flack is a professor and
friend of mine, Allan Dutton. This cool

B.C. coalition is not out to suppress free
speech as critics of Bill 33 have
proposed. The Bill is designed to sup
press racist propaganda and to make
men such as Heinz Koppe, Ernest
Zundel, and David Irving accountable.
If you remember last month's column,
these men are affiliated, and members
of, White Supremacist Canadian
Liberty Network, the K.K.K, and
various neo-Nazi organizations.

Civil libertarians fear the amendment

to broaden the protection against hate
propaganda will limit freedom of
expression. They argue that education
is more effective in dealing with hate
than human rights legislation. The
Gonzz says—WAKE UP AND SMELL THE
BEAN JUICE ! While there is certainly
no denying that education is a
powerful tool for societal change, it
must be recognized that education
works best when people are willing to
learn. Now let's face it people, hard
core racists and those who make a

living from the sale of hate, are not the
the best candidates for remedial

learning. Some of the critics of the Bill
have gone so far as to say that hatred



Are anti-hate
laws good

or bad?^^. /

is a constitutional right, and that you
can't pass laws to change human
nature. I'll bet their mothers are
proud, don't you think?

Question: has it come to the point
were we need a committee and laws to

suppress such racist hate and
propaganda? Did we not fight a war in
Germany to put an end to such
ignorant nonsense? Was this carnal
slaughter of our young men and
women on the battle field in vain? If

not for, freedom from political and
racial oppression, then we must ask
ourselves: why did we put our lives on
the line 40 years ago?

As a quasi journalist, I am not in
favor of laws which infringe on the
right of freedom of expression, or in
other words, freedom of speech. I feel
that every person, and thing, that
walks this earth has a right to feel
what they want, and to speak of what
they feel. However, unlimited free
dom of expression cannot be justified
when the rights of groups are tram
pled on by the sale and distribution of
hate for profit, and the deliberate
attempt to foster contempt and hatred
based on ethnicity, religion or skin
Color. 6 Tim Crottey
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We sell it all:

Hardware

Power Tools
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Electrical Supplies
Garden Tools
Paint

Small Electric Appliances
Housewares
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TV's and Radios

Store Hours: 7:30 am - 6:00 pm
Monday to Saturday
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ACROSS

I name the biplane which the Red
Baron .qot his reputation in

8 unit of frequency
II to register or indicate
12 a ban based upon convention
14 the human race

16 symbol for protactinium
17 to such a degree or extent
18 snake in Egypt
20 from

21 Abbr. for Forensic Psychiatric
Institution

23 very quick
24 more intimate or private
25 building wing
26 printers measure

27 Abbr. for radio frequency
28 pitcher with a wide spout
31 to converse informally
33 sports coordinator's name
38 expletive denoting triumph
39 per unit

41 expell from a place

Answers on page
DOWN

1 protective covering
42 sixth note of a diatonic scale 2 9 petal

43 tending to affect others 3
46 places carefully 4
48 informal for gentleman 5
49 (French) and 6
50 symbol for americium 7
51 ego 8
53 levels out 9

56 the roe of sturgeon is known 10
as a what ? (2 wds) 13

58 prefix meaning privation 15
59 13th letter of Greek alphabet
60 an African antelope 9
61 stylish or fashionable 11
62 hence or therefore 12

63 any of a large group of 17
four winged insects 19

64 withered, as flowers 10
67 naked 11

68 hotel patron

69 telescope that uses mirrors

•

to prohibit

advertisement

regarding
a walkway
Abbr. for sine anno

prostitutes

reddish brown

zero or nothing
fundamental concept
Abbr. for excellent
performance notice

in a strict manner

uninjured
symbol for radium
idiotic

Abbr. for each

22nd letter of Greek

alphabet

page 8

32

34

35

36

37

40

44

45

47

52

54

55

57

59

60

63

65

66

67

once strung convicts up
by the necks til dead
Abbr. for the British

National Health

Insurance

(pronoun) not me
arrested with drugs
(German) the
one who acts for political
or social goals
Abbr. for Ferum

supervise'
in, on or near
sup

a pinch or bite
strange
dry your homegrown
mad fiddler

silence

to wink

Roy Rogers initials
(French)he

prehistoric comic strip



Playing with Time
by Rick Kowbel

condensed from Mission Messenger July 93

I am a first time offender serving a
life sentence at the Mission Medium

Security Institution in British
Columbia. I am 27 years old and have
been incarcerated in the federal prison
system now for more than five years.
The only consistency I have witnessed
in the Correctional Service of Canada is

the discrepancy between what it says
and what it actually does. Canadians
are informed with half truths about

their criminal justice system.
The Mission Document claims the

Service will "provide the programs to
assist offenders in meeting their
individual needs, in order to enhance

their potential reintegration as law-
abiding citizens." Yet all the programs
are group oriented. No attention is
paid to the needs of individual
offenders. Prisoners are thrown

together and treated as one
homogeneous group, despite obvious
psychological, social and cultural
differences.

By lumping offenders together in
programs, the CSC is denying us proper
treatment that could prevent a future
crime. When I started these programs,
I had high hopes of gaining a better
understanding of myself and m y
actions. When they were completed, I
felt cheated— almost used. I was made

into a mere statistic for the Service. 11
didn't matter whether I got anything
from the program. I was just another
successful completion.

The Correctional Service of
Canada is by no means equipped- to
handle mental disorders. Its

psychologists are still basing their

assessments on out-dated
psychological tests that lead to
ambiguous interpretations.

At times it seems the Service

would prefer not to deal with anyone
who has an education past grade 12.
Its officials appear to believe that
educated offenders pose a threat,
because they are more difficult to fool.
By damaging prisoners' sell-
determination, the Service is creating a
new class in society— able bodied
people who cannot take care of
themselves.

It has been said by government
policy makers that offenders need to
be active participants in the
development of rehabilitative
programs. Yet if seems all talk, no
listen and no action.
It would be in society's best interests
if the public started to take an active
interest in prison reform. The
Canadian Criminal Justice System as a
whole needs to be revamped, from
sentencing straight through to how
offenders serve their sentences.^
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No Privacy in Jail
Charter's Equality Rights

not Identical Treatment

"Inmates cannot have a reasonable

expectation of privacy behind bars,"
ruled Ottawa's Supreme Court in a de
cision to allow female guards to frisk
and peer into cells without warning.

Although women may catch a
"rare and fleeting glance" of a male
prisoner naked, such random searches
are necessary for "the security of the
institution, the public and indeed the
prisoners themselves." said Justice
Gerard La Forest.

Equality rights guaranteed by
the Charter of Rights and Freedoms do
not require that men and women

1 0

receive identical treatment, according
to the five-page, August 12th ruling.

La Forest said women "generally
occupy a disadvantaged position in
society in relation to men. The reality
of the relationship between the sexes
is such that the historical trend of

violence perpetrated by men against
women is not matched by a compa
rable trend in which men are the

victims and women the aggressors."

"'Not SO," according to Mountain's
Jim Levandoski who called men the

forgotten victims. Recalling a bit in
Oakalla, Jim said a female guard did a
double take when she caught him on
his bed with his hand down his shorts.

"She asked what I was doing— I told
her 'Eighteen months...'"



Role-reversalisnotequality Relemalcprisonguardsallowedto(riskmales:
IIhlnkthisrulingIsextremelyunfair.Ofcoursemenwanttheirprivacy.ItIs

ridiculoustobelievethatmenarenotbotheredbyhavingfemaleguards
friskingthemorenteringtheircellsatanygiventime.

Insistingthatitiscompletelydifferentformaleguardstofriskfemaleprisoners
thanItisforfemaleguardstofriskmaleprisonersisnotdeclaringanyformof
equalityatall.RatherItIssettingupwomentobeInaroleofpowerovermen:
thishasbeendonebeforetowomen;nowwearedoingittomen.

Allowingwomentofriskmaleprisoners(andnotthereverse)istreatingIhe
femaleguardsasiltheyaresexlessentitleswhoshouldsomehowbecapableof
treatingtheprisonersasIfihcyarcJustobjects,notmen.ItIssayingthatmen
shouldn'tmindthistreatment,becausetheyaremen.

WecannotpersecutemenInordertomakeupforpastabusesofwomen,especially
underIheguiseoffairnessorequalrights.ItIssickeningandIwantnopartof

PattlMcVey
NORTHVANCOUVER

InJim'sopinion,womenshould
beabletoworkintrucksaroundthe

fenceandincentralcontrolbutnotin

theLivingUnits."Womenaretaking
totalcontrol,"hesaid,"Powerful
womens'groupshatemen.They're
makingthecourtstakeawayour
thingsandevenourchildren.Oneof
thesideeffectsofKimisswelledheads

andswelledprisons.Menendup
beingtheforgottenvictimsof
psychologicalabuse."

Who'stoblame?
"Blamemenbecausethey'repig

headedanddon'twanttoadmitthey
needhelp,"saidJim."I'vesaidbefore
thattoday'ssexoffenderisyesterday's

11

abusedchild.Butmenaretiredof

beinglabeledasabusers."

What'stheSolution?
Jimsaidhe'dliketoseemen

formmoregroupslikeFACT(Fathers
ActingandCaringTogether).I'dlike
toseemendoallthatwomenhave

donelately.Wecanstartbywritingto
cityeditorsabouttheinsidestory."

Others'Views:
FormerprisonerPhilipConway's

SupremeCourtcaseamountedto"pure
discrimination",accordingtoTonyNisi.
"Maleguardsshouldalsobeallowedto
friskfemaleinmates,"heinsisted,"and
theygettolookatwomenintheir
cells,too,then.What'sgoodforthe
gooseshouldbegoodforthegander;
Thereshouldbeequality."

NeilBorutskioffered,"IfIhad
mydruthers,Iwouldn'twant
guard,maleorfemalepopping
curtainopenwhenI'mexposed,
farasfrisking,that'sokay.Mindyou,
ifafemaleguardmadeahabitof
orderingguystostripandshestood
thereandwatchedthat,thenI'dhave

aproblem.OrIshouldsayshe'dhave
aproblem."£

HapComa©innHlh®Mmd
Concernedwithburgeoningprisons,
NeilBorutskisharedhispersonal
frustrationwithcrimeprevention:

"Iphonedallovertownandas
farasVancouver.Everybodysaid
therewasnothingformetillIoffend.
IcalledCrisisCenters,Women's

Centers,evenPoliceDepartments.
Theyalltoldmethewholesystem's
setupforyoutooffend,andthenthe
helpisthere.

"Psychiatristshelpifyou'vegot

any

my

As
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"A
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pum
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and
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here

to
go,"

is
how

G
eorge

Stoner
describes

leaving
prison.

D
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firsttw

o
m
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V
ancouver

he
tried

binning
(digging

through
trash

bins
for

bottles
and

cans).
H

e
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survive
on

14
hours

w
ork,

so
he

tried
panhandling,butw

asn'tcutout
to

beg.
Finally,he

m
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selling
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a
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($10
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C

anada's
first

street
new

spaper.
Publisher

M
ichael

M
cC

arthy
isn't

trying
to

offer
all

of
V

ancouver's
street

people
a

career.
In

fact,
h

e
w

an
ts

to
lim

it
th

e
n

u
m

b
er

o
f

vendors
so

the
"hard

core"
can

sell
m

ore
papers

and
earn

enough
to

geto
ffw

elfare.
Inside

the
m

onthly
tabloid

are
a

num
bero

f
regularfeatures

including:brief
street

new
s

stories
from

around
the

w
orld;

a
profile

o
f

a
local

street
person

in
his

o
r

her
ow

n
w

ords;
tips

on
free

and
inexpensive

food
and

entertainm
ent

called
C

heap
T

hrills;a
look

atone
service

program
(e.g.,a

food-
bank

or
a

dum
pster

diving
co-op);

and
C

anada's
first

street
advice

colum
n,

D
ear

Juhl,
penned

by
a

c
o

u
n

se
llo

r
a
n

d
fo

rm
e
r

sex
trad

e
w

o
rk

er.
Finding

w
illing

volunteers
to

w
ork

as
w

ri
ters

and
photographers

has
been

no
problem

.
"W

e
had

people
donate

radio
air

tim
e,"

says
M

cC
arthy.

"T
he

R
oxy

night
club

m
ade

a
donation

and
som

e
one

loaned
us

theiryacht,w
ith

crew
and

fuel!"
B

ringing
yachtow

ners
and

binners
together

is
theirprecise

aim
.

S
hrinking

that
vast

difference
w

e
have

in
this

country
betw

een
rich

and
poor

is
w

hatit's
allabout.

"In
today's

econom
y,"

M
cC

arthy
reasons,

"there
are

thousands
w

ho
say

to
them

selves,
that

guy
on

the
street

selling
the

papercould
soon

be
m

e.
T

hat
isSpareC

hange
's

re
a
l

m
a
rk

e
t."
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©il® Feature

Prisoners and aids, a

by The Canadian Public Health
Association in Ottawa, contains a
survey published in 1992 of the
fundamental misunderstandings about
the disease:

56% orpnsbhers ahd26% ofthe: :
general; population; said that a person;
can become; BN. infected by doii&itiy '.
bipod:';';'; •:':':':':-:':':'x':': •:•:•:•:•:•:• :•:•:•:•:

24% -of men -in prison ;did ;hpt;k;frbw-thai]
BIY. can be: passed bh:tb.somwrieelse
even though the infected person has;
ho:sighsor symptoms of. the illness:•;

Using: a diaphragm and: Washing <>rie"s:
genita Is;after;sex;-were' rated;as ^yery"'
or rsomewhat leKeictlVe" methods of:;:;'.;
preventing the•transmiss ion of HIY by;
15%:df:the. incarcerate^ san^te:yyyy

The:pence htage of-prisbhers; who think
AIDS can-be transmitted -on toilet; •;
seats, utensils; food;.or Via/sneezes. .
and couglis and mpsquitpes;is from;•;
^D%:tb-34%;::::::::::::::::-::::-

Only:'%%'.of inmates could correctly
prpyide the words for the aeronym ;••;.;
A.f.d:s- arid only 3% forthe: acronym
fbrH:i:v;>>>>>;X;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;X;:;:;:;:;:;:

Only; 15%; of the; inmates knew the ; ;
difference a rid linkbetween: flIV and
AIDS,
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•

ConocScn Pubfc Health Association

The TiDof
dW5eiThe IdWerg

• •. ' !.)

Person* with AIDS •
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As daunting as the whole issue of aids
and penitentiaries may seem, the
experts seem to agree about one thing:
the key to solving a lot of the
problems is education. Many inmates
and staff still erroneously believe, for
instance, thai the only precaution
necessary to avoid contracting HIV is
to know who is infected—which in

actual fact is impossible to know.

Louise Ellis Lot's Talk Apr/May 93

10% of BC women

have HIV
Citing studies from The World Health
Organization and The Laboratory
Centre for Disease Control of Health

and Welfare Canada, Outlook published
these findings in its Spring 1993
edition.

About 90 percent of the new
infections in adults are estimated t o

have been acquired through inter
course between men and women. This

reflects the continuing trend toward
heterosexual transmission of the virus,
seen not only in developing countries
but in the industrialized world as well.

Theyshow
all thesignsof
havingHlY

'lixlav people with HIV
are for
ofusd

rgsprnethingniosl
iun't iliink possible.
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Indeed, evidence shows that new

infections are very far from being
limited to men who have sex with

other men or to injection drug users.
In Ontario, the proportion of women
living with HIV had risen from 1.3% in
1985 to 9.1% in 1991. In Alberta and

B.C., the proportion of women living
with HIV is now close to 10%.

CNN reported August 3rd that, in
the third world, 3,000 women a day
are contracting HIV. Because mucosal
lining gives easy access to blood, they
are 17 times more likely than men to
be infected in a single contact. The
World Health Organization stated
September 7th that women now make
up half the AIDS cases in the world.

Prisoners and HIV
As promised, we present the views of a
published (Angles April 1993) writer who has
HIV in a BC jail. The following are excerpts
from his thorough expose on prison life.

Prisoners living with Hiv or aids face a
particularly difficult life inside prison,
starting from the ever-present fear
that others will learn of the infection.

Since the Correctional Service makes

no effort to inform prisoners of the
type of treatment they will be given,



many fear what will happen to them.
Prisoners are still afraid they will be
segregated from the rest of the
population. Many do not know how
their fellow prisoners will react to
living with HIV-infected prisoners.

Few know that they are to b e
treated the same as any other
prisoner. They are not supposed to be
segregated, unless prison administra
tors prove that a prisoner is a risk to
spread the infection. Most are not
aware of the treatments and medica

tions they would be entitled to should
they test positive. Other prisoners are
afraid to be tested because they feel
that the information will be relayed to
other prison staff. Some do not want
to be tested because they will have to
reveal how they may have contracted
the virus...

USED NEEDLES

SPREAD AIDS
Here in Canada, prison life offers

more alternatives than in other

countries. (The Scandinavian countries
and Holland, where prisons, prisoners
and rehabilitation are more

progressive, are exceptions.) In
Canada, a number of programs help us
begin the process of change. We can
learn to address addictions, learn

better living skills, improve our
thinking skills and confront our

1 5

personalities, should we choose. As
with everything •••• in the prison system,
there are major problems with the
practical elements of these programs...

HOWTO CUAN YOUR FITS

Graphic*from 0(t '"• F«cl»: Surviving In prison «ndIn thscommunity. John
HowardS<x:,*,yol MttropollUn Toronto.

I know of several instances

where a prisoner has been told to take
a drug or alcohol program, and he has
never used drugs or he drinks less
than average. Still, because it's
written by the case management team,
it has become a fact, and although
challengeable and change-able, when
prisoners attempt to have this
removed, they are classed as being in
denial, one of many no-win situations
prisoners often find themselves in...

I have requested a meeting with
the chief health care officer for the

Pacific Region on two occasions. My
first request was completely i ignored.
When I wrote the second; time, I 'did
receive a reply apologizing for not
responding previously and informing
me that he would meet with, me

"shortly". It has now been more than
nine months since I received that

letter. The man in question attended
the same conference I spoke at, and
gave a responding interview with the



same television interviewer. He made

no effort to speak with me.
Perhaps the most promising

action being taken on the issue of HIV
in prisons came when the Minister of
Health and the Solicitor General

appointed the Expert Committee on
AIDS in Prison. I have met the

commission. The members are

realistic and sincere in their desire to

produce a report which will fairly
represent the needs of infected
prisoners and make recommendations
for education, treatment and the
handling of prisoners with HIV...

Whatever prisoners have done,
they are human beings. The Supreme
Court of Canada, in its wisdom, has
ruled on the issue of prisoners' rights
and said, "The question is not what
rights should be given an inmate; the
question is what rights must
necessarily be restricted by the fact of
his or her incarceration."

It should not matter who has the

virus, be they prisoner or free citizen,
male or female, or member of an eth
nic group. Unless greater attention is

.paid to the issue of HIV in prison, the
disease will spread within the system,

.and in time this will impact on society.
THIS IS HOW YOU WON'T GET HIV

1 6

CSC advised to

promote protection
condensed from the Vancouver Sun

July 24, 1993 and BC Reports August 23, 1993.

"Allowing consensual sex among
prisoners should not be seen as encou
raging sexual activity but rather a s
discouraging unsafe behavior," say the
expert committee on AIDS and prisons.

In 1991 Public Security Minister
Doug Lewis approved , condom
distribution in prisons but rejected
officially lifting a ban on sex between
prisoners or distributing bleach. The
committee which he appointed
recommends distribution of dental

dams, water-based lubricants, bleach
and tattoo and piercing equipment.
Their report states, "There should b e
no real or perceived barriers
discouraging inmates . from protecting
themselves and others."

More studies were recommended

as to the feasibility of providing
needles and syringes. But Drum-
heller's AW Dale Gavel says needles
are contraband because they pose a
threat of being used as a weapon.

Wiy Ssim'tt HesitSmg mmamaSaHoiry?

Mandatory testing for AIDS would
drive the epidemic underground,
according to former US Surgeon
General C. Everett Koop. "AIDS
infected people need help . and
counselling, not only with health care
but in reforming their behavior so
they would not infect others," wrote
Dr. Koop in The Memoirs of America's
Family Doctor (1991). "Driven under
ground, these people would only
continue to spread the disease."



is HIV status private?

Advocates for the privacy protection
of sero-positive individuals defend the
right to not reveal the condition.
"Forced disclosure of a person's HIV
status would give people who are HIV
negative or think they're HIV negative
a false sense of security," said a
spokesperson for Act Up. "They would
be apt to engage in unprotected sex,
thinking the onus is on the HIV
positive partner to say something."
Act Up is the most vocal group of
activists on this and related issues.

vOO 0

Partners^) ^- LCAPTAIN
have pasts...^ g Pf" C0ND0M

More on the Comic

Condom Market
from Punch Digest for Cnnadion Doctor Dec 91

In our last issue, "Captain Condom"
introduced doctors to the first four fictitious

french safes tailored to specific patient
needs. Here are the latest and last (Phew!)
items on the rubber rack.

MAGNUMS. Magnums were designed
for the kind of man who would feel

comfortable standing beside Big John
Holmes at a urinal. They come in
three sizes—magnum, maxi-magnum
and magnum-come-laude—the smallest
of which could accommodate a Louis

ville slugger (the bat, not the player).
Magnums are made of a super-durable
kind of rubber that was accidentally
developed by a Goodyear scientist who

17

was researching the tensile strength of
transport truck tires.
KLEIN CONDOMS. Modelled after the

Klein bottle by a sexologist/topologist
doing a study on transpatial
vagination, Kleins are only for the
most adventurous condom wearer. It's

almost as difficult to get one off as it is
to get it on (doing either has been
compared to solving Rubik's Cube).
Because they're one-sided, however,
some scientists theorize that they must
be totally impermeable and therefore
the most effective of all condoms.

Each package comes with a n
instruction manual that is,

unfortunately, 58 pages long.
FLUBBERS. Flubbers were made for

the chronic joker, the kind of man who
loves to strike funny poses. Flubbers
feature reservoir tips moulded in the
likeness of five different comedians—

Buddy Hacket, Phyllis Diller, Don
Rickles, Jerry Lewis and David
Hatfield. They were the winner of the
Grand Prix in the 1986 Michelin Latex

Novelty Festival in Paris.
AD LUBES. Ad Lubes are intended for

use (or merely possession) by the kind
of men who have never worn condoms

but might decide spontaneously that
it's time to give one a try. They're
packaged in a highly durable foil
designed to last several years in a
wallet without breaking open.

Made of a membrane from male

chauvinist pigs, they're available in
three colours—gunmetal, infrared and
tawny—and two flavours—shish kebab
and plum duff.

"And finally:" "Have you seen
these new female condoms? They're
huge! In fact, you can now carry your
wallet in your condom!" Jay Leno

The Toniehi Show . <E



Health Notes from Nurse Nancy

"*^

Savo that

knocked out

tooth!

WHIIIHIIHHWHtHIWI

Mountain
Hospital

,..i

^ietKB(wu!MVW3M?*

imsjmL

********

kaumaticAvulsion (Loss)
ofPermanent Tooth

Retrieve the ToothRetrieve the Tooth
Search in the accident area for the tooth
'hat was knocked out.

tootti- V^sh,ng the tooth off will destroy
he connective fibers which help anchor

;Srmouth(thefibe-J
Ifthetoothhasbeenontheground

2e^ooth-donotwash. Place
he oo,h,nto the socket before abloodclot forms ,n the socket. Check on

pahents medical/dental history to see

fnot current, the patient should be takento meciicaf within 24 hours foraboo^
mjectan. Tetanus (lockjaw, carZT
senoushealthproblem,,fhepS

is not cooperative, or if the nurse is not
comfortable with reinserting the tooth
P'acethetoo^inacupofmilkfprferred storage medium) or wrap it in
aclean moist cloth or gauze
fh^tn9fe,onavethe patient taken to
h ef'̂ ^diatery.Many times the

and saved, ,f accomplished within one

An aspirin or aspirin substitute may
he given for pain. y

Note: The tooth may turn dark
hut can remain afunctional tooth
indefinitely.

umMMmjAwmma
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Non aboriginals have a hard time
understanding native values. Three
years ago, Elijah Harper, a Cree-Ojibwa
Indian and Manitoba MLA, became a

hero to Canadian Indians and Inuit

when he brought the machinery of
national constitutional reform to a halt.

His decisive no doomed a complex pact
designed to put our confederation on a
new footing , but it brought a new

!

awareness of the 1.5 . million
indigenous people in Canada.

To help non-aboriginals under
stand native values, a study by Don
Aaron Associates has been published
to help with the hiring of natives.
These are some of the contrasts

inherent to our different cultures.

..-..•..•..-..•.,••.••.'I*^V»V>V«*'V"V-V-V«V-V-V-V-V"V"^-

© White people think hard work gets you somewhere. Natives think we should work to
survive. Foodfor today is what counts. Foodfor tomorrow will come when tomorrow comes.
© White people think ownership of private property determines personal worth and success!
Natives think community ownership and advancement throughcooperation is more fair; all
havea right to land, to enjoy it and benefit from it. Individual profit leaves otherclan
members behind.
© White teachers once accused native students of being dumb. They weren't aware that if
someone didn't know the answer, the whole class chose not to know, so as not to rob a
fellow student of his dignity and selfworth. Natives are responsiblefor each other in the
clan. Teachers didn't knowa principle ofputting others first was at work.
© White people think modern business is not compatible with a mere handshake. Natives
put a lotof value in oral tradition,what isknown by word of mouth.
© Whites think everybody learns by listening. Natives like to learn by observation. A
government seminar left a classroom ofnatives bored until a flip chartcame out. Then, all
took interest in the political structure being diagrammed. Inuit leader Larry Sault says, "Our
ances-tors talked with pictures. If they wanted toverbalize something, they puta man on a
horse. Beadpictures on wampum belts are being translated in Manhattan today."

© Whites think nature can be exploited. Natives think nature must to be revered. They ask,
"How can you take something God created and sell it?"
© White people think process, like the courts, has power. They believe in confrontation to
bring aboutresolution. Natives don't interfere. There are better ways than the courts. Their
problems aren't verbalized, but kept within to strengthen and understand feelings that
shouldn't be blurted out. They often associate looking someone in the eye with being
aggressive.

The above characteristics are more true of northern communities although a clan
system seems to bereturning, with the sharing of responsibility and even of houses and
cars. Southern natives' beliefs have been blurred and infiltrated by competitiveness. In
the system of elections, competition for chieforcouncil turned has to physical fighting. *

asaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaggaaaaaaaaaggaaaagaaaaaas^
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ON DECEPT
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by Adrian Sproson

Just .thought I would mention
This1! house of detention

Is meant for us all to endure it
Sometime you should . look

At the cover of your own book
To decide if it's worthy of reading

Those fellows whom you judge
Whom you're so quick to begrudge

Consider their hearts may be bleeding

And what of the respects you pay
On Prisoner Justice Day

Is this when your true colours show

Perhaps you mean well
But it's so hard to tell

And 1 wonder if you even know

-:••

For some it's a party
And laugh you quite hearty

If this is how you find your cure

'""•v"^%ut some of y6u seem
To be living a dream

In which you're confused of your role

You add to the pains
Of your fellow in chains

And I wish you a speedy parole

% THE GODS »m faf
if Borutski jJ3

by Neil
Borutski

I always picture the gods as having, for theirentertainment, conceived this remarkable scenario in which they
could test us. Te3t the limits of our endurance. Of anyone's endurance.

Tte gods get bored because they have everything theywant and can do anything theywant. And when they
get bored, they are the most dangerous to us because then they make up games and they play games with us.
They get bored and use one of us. I can picture them devising this very complicated, convoluted, wierd
situation which would test us, where they enjoy watching us skitter across the hot landscape, watch us dance,
see how much we can take.

And when, at the end it appears thatwe mightbe making it, the gods say, "This won't do/ and they
introduced a new wrinkle, to add a bizarre twist to hurt us even more.
I will always thinkof my life as a little dropletof waterskittering across a hot skillet thathad beendevised by
the gods. And the gods were dancing...

m
h by: B o Ma 1

An old friend for sure, hearty, reliable and fun-loving, calls to me from it's dark and private hiding place.
Faraway I may bebutclearly I can hear it's telepathic messages. Pictures, it sends meof it's large dark
form and fluctuant tones. Memories, fresh, of recent hours we'd spent together in harmonious bliss.
My old friend, always ready toconsole and caress away all thehurts and disappointments of the day.

Sing to memy old friend. Surround mein your circling, swirling dance. Sirens, harken to the
insistent persuasion of my fingertips. The Homerhidden in me wishes to be unlashed from theancient
swaying mast to lounge inside your golden throated voice. Set mefree to wind down your ever-changing
pathways. To yodel across majestic mountains. To ponder, rhythmic prose in yoursun sparkled, misty
meadows. Let me consider the laments of your anguished poets, "loves, labours, lost". Cool my
sweated brow with the thundering, breaking rollers of yourcliff encrusted coastlines. Let merise to the
heights of heaven, to look upon all theexpanses of your universes even to thepalaces of theprincesses
of time, rhyme and reason.

Take these weights and burdens off my shoulders. Set me free to wander in your mystical world of
harmony, melody and mirth. Your world is my refuge my hiding place never let mego. I know, old
friend, that I can alwayscount on you to be a comfort to me.

20



Things
You know, just the other day
I found your bra. The one we couldn't find.
When I found it, it looked lonely.
So I washed it with the laundry
and hung it on the line.
I thought it looked happy up there,
in the swing of things again.

Calling
Today is gone, tomorrow is yet to come.
When the fields have turned gold,
The roses would have bloomed.
Voices have called out,
Mine hascalled out to you.
Time has a way of going on.
I don't.

The Mist
Will I ever love again?
Can I survive another fall
from grace to hell andgrace again?
1 am in a darkness, with no outline.
There is nothing I won't do,
to stop this falling.
When the hurting stops,
I make up pain.
Thenumbness becomes mycoat.
It pierces through my skin
and into my heart tocushion my fall.
As the days go by the numbness
is like a cloud.
Then it came to me, your face in the mist.
Then I was sure
Yes, I can love again.

Today I saw a
hummingbird...

i

2 l

Rtree
Timeafter timeI have found her,
Staring at me.
Sometimes me at her, from under the tree.

Day after day other people have seen her,
Staring at me.
When I didn't know, from under the tree.

Hour after hour we still haven't talked.
With you looking at me, melooking at you.
Maybe sometime soon?
Just you and me under the tree.

L

Empty Eyes\ t£-
i** -m >

Ah, these eyes with 20/20 vision,
are empty and dark.
Seeing...but not believing,
refusing to hold any new vision.
Your outline is dark,
a shadow, a wisp.
I don't need glasses...
I need a vision of you.
Ah, these Empty Eyes with 20/20 vision.

: i :

was hovering in the flowergarden.
Itwas sucking the nectar of life,
to sustain its life,
without realizing itwas giving back life.
From the taking.
As Iwatched, Icouldn't help but wonder,
Whoamong us can say,
"I do more than a humingbtrd."
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_News Flashy—

The Narcotics Anonymous Group has started again. Meetings are held
from 6pm till 9pm every Sunday in the V&C area. Everyone is welcome who
has a desire to stay clean and serene. G. Adams (E-F7) or A. Snitzer (S9-22)

WOODCflRUERS

We carry a full stock of elbow.
"D", lip and gutter Adze kits,
straight knives, bent knives &
blades of all shapes and sizes,
paints and other carving supplies.

WOODCHIPS CARUING SUPPLIES LTD.
8521 EASTLAKE DRIVE. BURNABY. B.C. V5A-4T7

(Corner of Eastlake and Production Way in Lake City)
PHONE (604) 421-1101 FAX (604) 421-1052
Toll Free Direct Order Line 1-800-663-1101

Top 10 Averages
10 at Bats or more

Slow Pitch Standings
as of Sept 4/93

Player

Jerry Dov
Paul Wesson
Alex Svan
Gerry Adams
Serge Dhillon
Kevin Small
Bobby Sault
Darrell McClure

Melvin Moon

Team Average

Bad Boys .647
The Jays .583

Rjbels .550

Up in Smoke .550

Heavy Metal .545

The Jays .529

Bad Boys .523
Heavy Metal .521

The Jays .500

Heavy Metal .500

Games Played Wjns Losses Points

Bad Boys
Up in Smoke
Jays
Rebels

Heavy Metal

5
5

5

5

4

5

4
2

1
n

o

l
3

A
A

10

8
A

2
0

22
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Slow pitch season is going strong with action talking place
four days per week. The race for top spot is very tight with
two points separating the top two teams. With all games
featuring lots of hitting and an abundance of runs, the
players look to be having a lot of fun.

limping for our slow pitch
league is again being sup
plied by Pete Mosslinger
who is doing art excellent I
job. All games are well
attended by the general
population. They seem to
enjoy good-naturedly rib
bing the combattants on
the field and officiating
crew. All in all a good
time is being had by all

',9

"\

r
Bad Boys

Player At Beds Hits Averai

Brad 11 5 .444
Jerry 17 11 .647
Andy 15 3 .200
Bobby 15 8 .523
Cory 15 4 .267
T.J. < 15 4 .267
Rob .• 2\ o , .000
Hector 12 4 !: .333
James 7 2; .286
Mike 14 4 .286
Tom 11 4 .364

Up In Smoke
P&yjr AtBtfs Hi* Ayerag

Jake 19 5 .263
Swede 17 5 .294
Gerry 20 11 .550
Luc 18 8 .444
Trevor 19 9 .474
Ron 19 ^8. .421
Darrin 19 9 .474
Kevin 18 6 .323
Kelly 11 5 .455
Tom 7 2 .286
Rob 12 3 .250
Tony 8 2 .250

23

Jays
Player At Bats Hits Average

Scotty 18 8 .444
Lome 16 6 .375
Kevin 17 9 .529 ••;
Tom 17 8 .471
Carlos 16 4 .250

Larry 15 7 .467
An 12 4 .333
Paul 12 7 .583
Melvta 14 7 .500
Jimmy 2 1 .500
Frank 13 4 .. .308

Rebels

Player At Bats Hits Average

Cliff 19 3 .158
Alex 20 11 .550
Wayne 20 7 .350
Steve 19 6 .346
Gary 15 4 .267

Gord , 20 5 .250 >
Stan 16 4> .250 |
Dave 7 2' .286

Paul 4 * 0 .000
Dale 8 4 .500 ..:-
Nick 4 2 .500 >
Jeff 12 4f 333 g

•*, -4'

Heavy]Metal
Player At Bats Hits Average

Mario 11 4 .364
Darrell 7 4 .521
Don 11 4 .364
Serge 11 6 .545
Rami 10 4 .400

Rick 10 5 .500

Herb 10 3 .300
Clint 10 2 .200
Pete 3 2 .667
Gle 4 1 .250 I

Troy 1 0 .000 4
Doug 8 2 .250 -s

Ken 7 3 .429

Ray A 2 .500
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SECOND ONLY

From morning heaves
And labor's cries,
Jill offspring leaves,
A mother tries

Her best to give
Them all theu need.
A chance to lu>e
Is dear indeed.

Through, trial and term,
'cross mount or plain,
Mom sticks up fvrm
Though-great the stain.

-Be not loneLy
For Mother's loue's
Second fynlu
To God abope's.

Bob Cormier
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from Bob Bell
The Mountain Echo is again in a state of
change. We will soon start to use the new
desktop publisher. It is a good program
but the operators are new at using it so we
may have to take a little bit of time getting
the bugs out for ourselves. We are also
changing editors for a few months while
the current editor is away taking a
program. Bob Cormier will be the editor of
the Mountain Echo during this time and is
looking forward to the challenges that lay
ahead for him.

The Mountain Echo is YOUR

newspaper. It contains what YOU put into
it. If for any reason you are not satisfied
with the contents of this publication then
look in the mirror and yell at the person
responsible for it lacking what you feel it
should have. I am quite serious about this.
The editor of the Newsletter is here to put
the paper together, print it and distribute .
it. It is up to you and an editorial review
board to determine what goes in. If there
is something that does not make it in, it is
our policy to give reasonable explanations
as to why it was not printed.

So what do you want to see in your
newspaper? Drop in and let us know what
you would like to see. We will do our best
to follow through on any reasonable
suggestions.

In closing this month, I would just
like to thank all of the people who have
contributed to the paper so far and all of
you who will contribute in the future. We
look forward to seeing what you have
come up with in future issues. What you
say matters, so let us give you a place to
say it!

from Bob Cormier
Well, as you have heard, reverting to the
Macintosh computer is not the only
change the Echo has had lately. We are
trying to leam to use an automated page-
layout program. We are; taking on new
personnel and the Phoenix office has
moved to hut 13 after ' years of sharing
space with the Echo.

In this issue we will embark on the

sometimes awkward subject of sexual
safety. A newsletter for sex offenders
must not bury its head in the sand about
the stark reality of risks. After some
frank discussion, we have injected, with
your indulgence, a little levity that
appeared in Canadian Doctor magazine. It
should be good for a laugh or two.

Like any news letter, the Echo
should appeal to many interests. Besides
the goings on in and around the camp, we
would like many interests represented.
For example, a regular column we'd like to
run is called In Our Dreams. It is a kind of

fantasy break from our every day
humdmm. The first...mmm reverie, you
might call it, is on automobiles—but w e
need not restrict ourselves to material

dreams. In Our Dreams will hopefully not

incite us to envy or coveting but merely
offers a little entertaining diversion.
Those who are goal-oriented or would like
to share past or future successes in any
walk of life are invited to share their
dreams with Echo readers.

-



INMATE FORUM
Here are some of the more interesting items
caughl during the Inmate Committee Meeiing
in the gym, Wednesday, April 14, 1993.

There will be Inmate Committee meetings
held regularly in conjunction with the
wardens' meeting. To cut down on noise, it
was thought a good idea to close the gym to
other activities, or at least close the weight
room and raquetball court for an hour.

Our huts will be locked up at pre
determined times in the near future so

that maintenance can be done. All except
those who are sick will be locked out for

two-hour periods.
Magazines can be purchased

directly through London Drugs or
Pharmasave.

Randy, our photographer is making
cameras available for PFV's. They are
sealed and contain up to 27 exposures. We
are seeking a cheaper alternative to the
$35 per visit cost, which includes
development. Enlargements of any size
are also available. Randy lives in the 80-
man Unit (H-8) and has asked that no one
come and ask to get a picture taken after 9
p m .

The Inmate Committee is lobbying
for an extra phone in the North and South
Units for collect calls only.

During Open Houses, we want
longer dining room meal line times now
that the population of Mountain is
increased.

A lawyer will come, in the near
future to explain Bill C-36 to us.
We discussed raising funds to hire a
lawyer to preserve our rights and
privileges which we see eroding.

The Committee would like to thank

the people who showed up at their first
meeting. Also, thanks to the people who
participated at the froht table.

The Committee is organizing the
102 PFV participants to meet with Sue at
V&C to discuss PFV issues. Also, a meeting
with Pioneer Cablevision is coming up.

£ Upcoming meetings include a
Citizens' Advisory Meeting on April 19th.

f "•

ELECTRONIC SHOP TID BITS

If you are ordering a converter with
a remote control such as a Phillips or
Citizen converter, you have to order a
block 3 converter. That's what

channel we receive our signal on.
This will give you all the channels
from 3 to 34.

Channel 2 is Super Channel and can
only be received with a decoder box.
Channel 7 is The Family Channel and
it requires the special box also.

In the days before television

Editor's note: Maybe our higher costs
could yield improved service in the area of
programming on channel 5. The 10:00 pm
slot for YTV has been wrong for nearly a
year. Attempts to correct this error
originating, from a listings service in
Oklahoma, have been in vain. Also, ask
them to nudge the time blocks ahead a half
hour. Nobody needs to see hour-old
listings and we'd like to know what's on in
three hours so we can plan our evening.



Your tape deck should be cleaned
and demagnetized every 52 hours of
use or every 10 to 15 tapes. Cleaning
and demagnetizing take about five
minutes to do and there is a SI.00

service charge. If your tape machine
is eating your good tapes, bring it in
right away and we will clean it. This
is due to a build up on the capstan
wheel.

Other things that can go wrong
are your headphone jack in your set.
Moving around with your
headphones plugged in will cause the
jack to break away from the circuit
board. This is not a big problem and
can be repaired by cold spidering the
joints on the jack to the board.
Please don't try to fix it yourself.
You may make the problem worse by
using the wrong :|ieat and destroy
your circuit boards.

Most problems your electronic
equipment has can be repaired. If
you aren't sure of what you are
doing, please bring it into the shop
and let us look at it before you try to
fix it yourself. Otherwise it is very
hard to say just what we can do after
you attempt to fix it yourself and fail.

Remember an ounce of

prevention is worth a pound of
cure.

TV REPAIRS

on the OliTSIDK

Dear population of Mountain
Institution,

Due to a lack of specialized
electronic test equipment and parts,
the electronic shop will no longer be
repairing televisions.

We will still be installing
headphone jacks and transformers
for the audio of your television. The
shop is only set up for minor repairs
such as radios, Walkmans and

headphones.
Televisions will have to be

sent out for all major repairs. Newer
televisions require special test
equipment which we don?f have and
cannot afford. I talked to my
supervisor about this matter and he
has confirmed that the shop is only
for minor repairs.

Sorry for having to do this
move on the television, but as stated

before, we don't have the equipment
or parts to do a proper job.

Very truly yours,
Kevin R. Oatway
(Manager)

"Isn't suche good idea.'



MOUNTAIN INSTITUTION

CHANNEL LISTINGS

3 Knowledge Network
4 CBC

5 TV listings and programs
6 CIIEK TV Victoria

7 Family Chnl (poor signal)
8 BCTV

9 KCTS (PBS)

10 Inside movies

11 CBUFT (french)

12 KVOS

13 CKVU (UTV or VU13)

CONVERTER CHANNELS

14 TNN The Nashville Ntwk

15 CMT Country Music Tlvsn
16 A&E Arts & Entertainment
17 CNN Cable Network News

18 TSN The Sports Network
19 MM Much Music

20 WDIV NBC Detroit affiliate

21 WIIYZ ABC Detroit affiliate

22 CITV Edmonton

23 no signal

24 YTV Youth Television

25 KOMO ABC Seattle affiliate

26 KING NBC Seattle affiliate

27 KIRO CBS Seattle affiliate

28 The Weather Channel

29 CBC News

30 Vision Cdn interfaith ntwk

31 KCPQ Tacoma 13 FOX ntwk
32 KSTW Tacoma 11

33 Parliament Channel

34 Home Shopping Club

$

1LJLEDOUX
^J JHARDWARE &SUPPLY LTD.

7116 PioneerAve., Agassiz 796-2131

We sell it all:

Hardware

Power Tools
Hobby Craft Supplies
Elecr_ricai Supplies
Garden Tools

Paint
Small Electic Appliances
Housewares

Giftware

T. V. 's Sl Radios

Store Hours: 7:30 am - 6:00. pm
Monday to Saturday
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Spiritual Community News and Events

Mass on Sundays
Father., Fred Doll, OFM, RC Chaplain from Mission and Ferndale Institutions, brings his
delightful sense of humour1 and reverence to Mass (Eucharist) in the Chapel at 6 pm on

. Sundays, until further notice. Our cheerful Chaplain, Sister Marguerite, gives the
homily every other week.

On Prison Fellowship
Long-haul trucker Dale Penner will be joining Steve for a praise and worship service
on Monday, June 28th. Dale hails from the Alliance church in Chilliwack and will join
the Prison Fellowship team on an occasional basis when his schedule permits.

Count Your Blessings
In the last issue, we took a walk through Zagorsk Prison. Several time zones away in
the same country, we come to the vestiges of a gulag, where hundreds were
irnprisoned for their faith.

!As 1 stepped from the plane onto the open airfield, I was greeted by the bitter bite of|
jarctic air. Even the harshest of Illinois winters had not prepared me for this sudden!
[shock to my system. But it was December in Omsk, the very heart of Siberia—and!
'there could be no mistaking this frigid landscape for home! j
[Omsk Prison could have served as the setting for all the horror stories so often told of]
jsuch God-forsaken institutions. As we walked across the barbed-wire-rimmed yard,!
;jinmates stared in amazement that women were actually braving entry—against thej
[commandant's counsel! A blaring radio assaulted the the senses 24 hours a day.I
jCommunist propaganda was still boldly printed on every available wall space. We!
Iwere experiencing sensory and emotional overload.
]Our escort; led us to a far corner of the prison which houses more than 450 inmates!
junder the continual supervision of 150 officers and guards. But there in their o'wn|
[separate section, 10 Christian inmates had been allowed to be grouped together....God's
jpeace was so very apparent in this pathetic corner of chaos.
[During our. sharing I glanced several times at the captain of the guard. He had been
jmoved to tears. While questioning him later he replied, "To do my job, I almost have
jto have no heart."

Dr. John B. Aker Reprinted from Insight A Slavic Gospel Association Perspective Feb 93

; About David Koresh
Major Angus Haggarty voiced this opinion from the pulpit as the Branch Davidians'
ashes cooled: "His followers were sincere, but they were sincerely wrong...I don't know
anybody who was more out on a limb than that man. He wasn't even up the right
tree!"

7



Here is the second letter received after a

volunteers.

Dear Readers of the Echo:

call

Letters

for contributions from ministers and

The Salvation Army
Correctional and Justice Services Department
FraserValley Community Resource Centre

201-0300 NswaiiSWcel

CMitwae*. S C
V2P 4V?

Telephones. ACTjr.istrawr* (6C4; 752-8581
A£sc:&!;.s :e04, £12 5**5
FAX :60*/ 792-4286

Hi, my name is Sandra Haggarty, Mrs. Major of the Salvation Army Correctional and Justice
Service, Chilliwack. I find it a real joy to have been serving the Lord at Mountain Institution
Chapel for the past six years. You who attend the Tuesday evening meeting have been and are a
real blessing to me. I trust that* in turn, somehow I've been the same to you.
The Salvation Army, being a Protestant denomination, is the church in which I was raised and in
which my parents, two sisters and a brother, along with their families, all attend. I was born into
a Christian home and raised in the beautiful city of Victoria on Vancouver Island. I have always
been aware of a God and in my young life soon accepted Christ Jesus as my Saviour and Friend. I
would be lost without the Lord as He is my constant Companion.
I met my husband. Angus, in 1964 when he immigrated to Canada. We were married in 1965 and
were blessed in later years with two lovely daughters. Our elder daughter and son-in-law have
two children and live in Ontario while our younger daughter lives in Vancouver. Our family is
very important to us and to have- a "united'family is a real honour.
Over half of my life has now been spent in B.C. while other years include Ontario and West Africa
(missionary work).
My life, along with Angus and our two children, was committed -to full-time service with The
Salvation Army in 1969 and after two years of training we pastored as Corps Officers in Dundas,
Ontario; Penticton, B.C.; Essex and Owen Sound, Ontario with a stint in Lagos, Nigeria. Since 1985 we
have found ourselves in leadership positions in Vancouver at The Men's Social Services (2 years)
and now our present appointment. Peoples' lives, from many walks of life, have become our focus
and we endeavour to serve to the best of our ability. I or we do not have the ability to solve every
problem, but we do know Who is the answer — Jesus Christ! In Him we trust!! ;
Part of a poem 1 wrote last year asked this question, "Lord in 1992, what would you have me to do?'
Well, the Lord gave me challenges some were fulfilled and* others, well we're still working on
them. The Lord answers in His timing, not necessarily our own. •
To be honest. I don't think I would survive in this type of work — courts, institutions, supervised
visits, otfice work, but hey. praise the Lord, He changes attitudes and people and 1 was one of them!
Isaiah 40:31 says, "They that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength." 1 can do all things
through Christ who strengthens me.
Will talk to you again, but thanks for the opportunity to share.

Blessings, Sandra Haggarty Mrs. Major
* i : - *

P.S. Thank you for the honour of being part of the Mountain Echo. Perhaps we will be able to jadd
more later. •. *

Editor's Note: Watch for Major Ansus Haggarty's letter, comin- v\ a later issue.



Sex Poll Surprises

70% of men "greatly
overestimate" the risk of catching
AIDS from a woman, yet one third of
men don't use condoms. This

according to the findings of Battelle
Research of Seattle, broadcast on cnn
April 15th, 1993. 25% of the men
claimed to have had 20 women

partners or more. 2% admitted

they'd had a homosexual experience
and 1% said they were exclusively
gay. The McLaughlin Group (PBS)
agreed this strikes a further blow to
Kinsey's oldl0% estimate and
weakens the gay rights movement.
Other recent US, English and French
studies say gays make up 2 to 4% of
the population. The Family Research
Council said this low figure "takes a
major weapon away from the gay
arsenal." Global Newsweek

interviewees theorized that aids has

driven gays underground. Therefore
realistic polls about their numbers
are even harder to come by.

Inmates at Risk
By Steve Martindale
AIDS Vancouver

How common is Hiv in prisons?
Conservative estimates say about
five per cent, though it may be much
higher. The rate is higher than in
any other institution, including
hospitals. Since BC has the highest
rate of HIV infection in Canada, the
rate in BC prisons is likely higher
than the rest of Canada, also.

High risk activities for inmates
are often ignored or denied by
corrections officials. Sexual activity,
both consentual and coerced, takes
place, though it is considered illegal
After years of lobbying, federal
officials finally allowed condoms i n
January 1992. Many provincial
institutions waited until last

November to allow condoms.

Inmates who use intravenous

drugs share unsterilized needles
Bleach is considered contraband, and

needle exchange programs in prisons
are unheard of. Unsterilized needles

are also shared for tattooing, which is
common, though technically illegal.

Testing for Hiv is available, but
inmates have little incentive to get
tested. Those who test positive
rarely get treatment until they begin
to show symptoms of Hiv infection
Confidentiality rarely exists, and
inmates who test positive are often
stigmatized and isolated.

aids Vancouver and the

Vancouver pwa Society are currently
working with the inmates and staff
of several institutions in the region to
provide education and support.
Inmates in two federal institutions

have established support groups for
inmates with HIv. Anyone wishing to
find out more or get involved with
this work can call aids Vancouver at

893-2210.

Reprinted from Angles April 93
In the next issue, we will hear a BC inmate's

views about living with HIV. Although he has
published his name, we will keep him



What EvQry Chairman
of a Condom

CommittQQ Should
Know

li .'. asn't Icing ago that condoms were
strictly an urider-lhe -counter item and
buying them was a clandestine act not
unlike a transaction oetween a secret

agent and his informant. The Sexual
revolution demystified the atmosphere to
the extent that ads tor condoms now
appear in some magazines, and r.ow we've
reached the point where ads for them are
being shown on television.

As for the sales pitch, advertisers
have tended to go with delicate and
romantic imagery, giving us colourfully
designed packages with pictures of young
couples walking through wind-blown
meadows or strolling hand-in-hand along
twilight beaches.

Apparently the condom, like its
spiritual cousin, the balloon, is here to
stay. In the meantime, technology is
making possible new varieties of condoms
that realize the full potential • of the
medium. We are pleased to provide the
following guide to the latest brands, so
physicians will be prepared for their
patients' questions

CHICS. The ultimate designer
condom. Chics were designed by the
people who created Designer Genes,
ultraslylish artificial insemination
service.

Chics are individually tailored and
require a preliminary fitting by a
licensed sexoigist. a trampoline repairman
and an ex dcshab.lle editor of Gentleman's
Quarterly. They're made of .he same kind
of rubber' used in the windshield wipers of
Lamborghini automobiles and are Perrier
water-tested.

same

an

i

1 0

CAPTAIN

CONDOM

Carl Sagan has remarked that Chics
are the only condoms one might consider
reliable for use during a cyclone on a
heavy-gravity planet.

CONTRA CEPTIVES. A favorite
among Nicaraguan counter
revolutionaries, Contra Ceptives are a
rugged, highly resilient condom that can
take a beating and still keep coming back
for more. Made from the same kind of
rubber that's used in Sicilian rubber
bands, they can be recycled by the skillfu
user. They're lubricated with cosmoline
and come in twp colours—olive drab and
camouflage.

MCRUBBL:RS. McRubbers are the
most popular of the growing number of
fast f condoms. Some users claim
they're as efficient and enjoyable as any
of the. more trendy products; others sa;
they seem to be lubricated \virh 3-in-l oil.
They come in two sizes—regular and
quarter pounder—and are best used while
accompanied with trench fries.

VISIGOTHS. Nine out of 10 militant-
feminists and Christian fundamentalists
prefer Visigoths, probably because :i r
surface roughly approximates the
of Naugahyde. thereby facilitating
idea that sex is unpleasant and/or
exploitive.

texture

the

.•:



Visigoths are also a favorite of
masochists of both sexes. Visigoths are
pickled in brine and' lubricated with
industrial shellac. They're treated with a
spermicidal substance, MXG, that's 100%
effective but during intercourse
sometimes causes the urethra to emit a

sound like ballast shifting in the hold of a
freighter during a storm. -If they aren't
put on properly they may have to be
surgically removed.

Punch Digest for Canadian Doctor Dec 91

ToddLove...0ri Life
Thinking back, 1 remember the good
times, the days when I thought I was on
top of the world. Having money and
material possessions gave me a feeling of
being better than most people. But above
all, I thought I had lots and lots of friends.

In my younger years I recall
seeing and hearing that people around me
measured others by what they knew and
what they had. It just seemed like you
were important if you had money, and it
didn't' matter who was stepped on as long
as you got ahead. I grew up thinking that
money was all that mattered this simple
formula was the answer to being happy.
Happiness was to own a big house and an
expensive car. Pleasure consisted of lots
of new clothes, going on elaborate trips,
and drinking and partying as often as
possible.

I was caught up in this life style,
yet 1 was still searching for something
thaif was missing. Something to fill the
emptiness inside. I couldn't put my finger
on it. I thought I had it all. I had a good
family, friends, and money. What more
could one need in life? So why was it that
every now and then I was having these
deep and dark hidden thoughts of dying?

The years past my children grew,
but I knew that I wasn't part of it. 1 was
missing out on a once-in-a-Iife-time
chance. 1 was stealing time from myself
that could never be replaced. I would
justify my feelings by buying them toys
that would occupy their time. 1 did this to

1 1

manipulate their perspective of me. I
didn't want them to know what I was doing
to myself and to them.

Then one day, to no one's surprise,
1 was arrested. My formula for success
had landed me in jail. I spent the next
week wishing I was dead.

Being in jail has given me a great
deal of time to do some serious soul

searching; to evaluate life and the true
meaning of happiness. Do you know what
I found - I found me!

1 have now spent the last four
months of my life in the Calgary Remand
Center. Being in here I've found that the
people around me have a very negative
outlook on life. Jail is a convention for

thieves and drug dealers exchanging new
ideas and methods; its a school for
refining criminal techniques. I had
heard that 85% of all those in jail will
return. This surprised me • it doesn't
anymore. If only they would use the time
to grow and broaden their minds they
would see that there is a better life.

In my search for happiness 1 have
found a hidden side of life. A side that's

bright and full of new ideas; new
horizons. I am beginning to see that life
is short - it should not be wasted away.

I've had to

come down off my cloud and back to earth.
I've had to see people in their true colors.
I've had to realize I only have a few
friends and I've come to know that there is

only One that I can truly count on. This
has taken me by surprise. I was guilty of
running from life, hiding behind false
beliefs and empty hope. I have been
travelling on a road that leads to
destruction and sorrow. : I now know that

life has only two choices, a right and a
wrong.
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Qer Breams

Has the notion of Mercedes

Benz ownership ever tickled your
Teutonic tastes'? Daimler Benz is
expected to hold the "94 Baby Benz prices
at the current 190-Class levels. It'll be a

little bigger and they expect to call it the
C-Class. Mouths are still watering after
the special edition tribute to Mercedes
Benz on Motorweek 93 (PBS). They took us
through the car's story, from the first
patents, to the war bombings to the future
of recyclables and that crazy 10%
methanol-adaptable "Flexible-Fuel" waste-
of-time vehicle. The highlight was a
review of the last word in luxury coupes,
the 600SEC. 2.and 1/2 tons of traction-

controlled grip on 16-inch ZR-rated tires.
They showed us the 3-memory presets for
seat, steering and all mirrors. A powered
rear window-visor was almost as opulent,—
as the 600 SFiL's motorized rear fender \r.
parking stalks or that pop-out trunk lid
handle. The March '93 Car & Driver

reviewer on the 500 SEC talked about

weight and costs and gas guzzler taxes and
wrote, "I spit in your general direction, O
Decade of Restraint."

For a more realistically-priced
fantasy car, consider the Lexus LS
400. When introduced in '89, it was
hailed by Road & Track as nearly perfect.
Of course it's gone up in price
considerably since then, but hasn't
reached the $60,000 mark yet. Here are
some ot the over 50 refinements Lexus has

re-engineered into its '93 model. A new
audible remote entry system with
adjustable volume, built into the key.
Sensors trigger pre-tensioning front seat
belts to cinch during a severe frontal
collision. There are now two airbags
deployed. If power fails during collision.

1 3

they have their own battery backup An
air filtration system helps reduce pollen,
dust and airborne particles. The
Nakannchi audio system puts many home
systems to shame. The pocket-size phone
is not only portable, it's voice-activated. A
light sensor remembers to turn your
headlights on or off, even when you
forget. Redesigned outside mirrors help
prevent buildup of rain and snov,. Tire
noise has been altered to a pitchless
noticeable to the human ear. CBC's

Driver's Seat calls the quietness of the
Lexus "tomblike."

_ii -. _ <nrrA.f, li

A Cadillac for the frugal? Why
not? It's your fantasy. And you won't be
giving up; you'll be gaining. How about
an extra 40 or 50 horses under the hood?

Compared to every V8, even the BMW, the
STS's 295 horsepower Northstar engine
will shave nearly two seconds off your
freeway on-ramp time. One of the most
attractive interiors going is included in
the $30,000 tag.

Something for the wife and 1.8 kids?
How about the Mercury Villager

Minivan? Very comfortable, with no
tools required to rearrange 14

seating/cargo configurations. Picnic
tables and lots of cupholders come

standard. Options include super-wide
power moonroof and rear seat controls for

CD/cassette and heater/AC.
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The winds blow north, south, east

and west.

They get lost in themselves.

The same way you feel when you are

born.

The seasons change the same way.

You change when you are angry or

sad.

Nothing is perfect in this place.

We call a society within a society.

R. Synnuck
Nov. 25 92.

1 4

CLAIRE STILL FIGHTING

Claire Culhane told a Province staff

reporter that the Solicitor Gerneral's
review of a proposal to boost our
wages is " a stalling tactic. It's a
typically deliberate move to make
sure prisoners don't get a raise," she
said. "They're certainly not overpaid
in the first place."

from PRISONER PAY RAISE SLAMMED

Frustrated guards' wages remain frozen Apr 93

GOONERY ON ICE

A BAD LESSON

Who needs more violent insanity
in this world? That is the only
•way to describe the senseless,
mindless, heartless conversion of
asports spectacle into a death
scene

Playing hockey is a game,
not an invitation for stick-

wielding, rib-crushing, head-
bashing murder. Bob Booutin did
touch a chord when he reacted

as any parent would who
thought their young son was
being made a "victim of
goonery. "(Parents need to end
violence in hockey. Voices Jan. 2).

There are enough disasters
waiting to happen in this tough
old -world without deliberately
gearing up for them on the
skating rink. Teaching kids that
it's C.K to be violent when they
are on skates, and then
complaining that the Young
Offenders Act isn't suffciently
harsh, makes no sense

Claire Culhane

S u n Jan 8. 1993 Priaoners Rights Group



PowWow June 26 th
Saturday, 12:30 to 7 pm There'll be entertainment and a big dinner with native
traditional food. Visits are allowed (except kids). All guests must be cleared

through the Native Brotherhood Pow Wow coordinator. Come one, come all

Vofta ntoum'ded ©Iff

In April, the Inmate Committee
election resulted in a tie between the

two candidates, Phil Lafreniere and
Al Rodney. It was rumoured that
there was a miscount at some point.
Reporter Doug Stuart's investigation
has uncovered no actual discrepancy
in the two vote counts between the

North Unit and Committee shack.

According to Inmate Committee
Chairman, Lou Dianocky, the variance
was due to a rounding off of the total
count during a casual mention.

Keep up democracy...Vote!

Doug also reports that some
jokester crossed out a candidate and
wrote in another name, resulting in
the one spoiled ballot. We get
another chance to vote on Friday,
May 7th. David Trainer has also

..thrown his hat in the ring as a third
candidate for Program Coordinator.
Let's break that tie at lunch, guys!
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As you know, a poster warned
us of a missing chisel and closure of
the hobby shop, according to
institutional rules, if it wasn't

returned. Thankfully, it was brought
back about April 21st, much to the
relief of hobbyists who were able to
maintain their source of income and

constructive.- enjoyment. Grace
Gilfillan'reminds us to follow the
rules about signing out from the tool
crib and be sjtire to return what you
took. The categorizing and
reorganizing of tools is in the works.

Bob Marccil

UJ p 4 &t &: vOur Neil .Van Boeyen
found at their last, meeting that
hobbyists showed '6 great willing

ness Jo cooperate With each other,
and with, the institution, so as td'
maintain what most consider to be a

necessary and a very high quality
program. Keep it going!



Last
SFU: We- WERE ready

Gasp

Life is a Battle of Conscience
By Will Woods

Cognitive therapy is superficial
and externa*, and has r.o internal
merit What it dees have is

commonly known as the placebo
effect Other than analytical
thinking and superficial and
temporary behaviour changes, it
does not and never will alter
one's conscience.

What is cognitive therapy7
The goal of cognitive therapy is
to modify maladaptive thought
processes. According to cognitive
therapists, events in people's lives
(failing an exam) are less
important than the meaning
people attach to them ("I am
stupid, I'll never succeed'). Thus,
treatment is based on people
identifying the implicit, self-
defeatir.g assumptions they make
about themselves, challenge their
validity, and encourage them to
substitute those that are more

positive For example, in
Rational-Emotive Therapy (RFT)
by Albert Ellis, stongly influenced
by Alfred Adler, "the primary
source of psychological disorder
lies in the ego, or rational
processes, and involves fallacious
assumptions people make about
themselves " The goal of RET is to
reduce feelings of anxiety and

hostility through the rational
processes of self-observation and
self-assessment According to Ellis
"neurotic behaviour occurs
because people develop such
irrational beliefs about

themselves and reinforce them
by repeating them to
themselves." People who believe
these negative and sometimes
persecutory thoughts from
conscience are affected resulting
in feelings of anxiety, hostility
and failure and more often than
not, abnormal behaviour

RET teaches ore to think

scientifically and to dispute and
change his belief system. The role
of the therapist is to seek and
expose and challenge the client's
faulty assumptions in order to
subsritute more reahsitic ideas
and expectations RET is
therapist- centered with the
focus or. thinking rather than
feeling such in psychoanalysis,
g-esxa.lt cr client-centered
therapy.

The benefits of therapy
common to all begins with the
expectation of improvement. This
expectation may increase the
probability of success and in his
classical work, Persuasion and
Healing, Frank (1973) showed how
the placebo effect applies to
psychotherapy He suggests that
virtually all people -who seek
therapy share feelings of
demoralization, incompetence,
low self-esteem and helplessness
and/or hopelessness The promise
of relief and the hope supplied by-
entering therapy, argues Frank,
produce an improvement in
morale that, more than any of
the techniques involved, is
therapeutic Secondly, therapy is
something different, something



novel.it breaks routine and
provides something • new to think
about. Thirdly, 'whatever its
form, establishing a new
relationship makes people feel
better. Also, the relationship
between client and therapist is a
unique one - helper and person
in need of help.( Inspired by 'the
treatment of psychological
disorders/ Krebs & Rlackrnan)

Assuming there is a
therapeutic environment and
having established psychotherapy
you are still a long way from
proving that the psychotherapy
worked — that/V caused the
change. Perhaps the client would
have changed anyway. Perhaps
the change was the placebo
effect.

"Numerous studies have
documented the placebo effect. "

In fact one leading researcher
warned: "Whatever is new and

ethusiastically introduced and
pursued seems, for the time, to
work better than what
previously did, whether or not it
is more valid scientifically
Eventually, these novelties too
join the Establishment of
Techniques and turn out nothing
more than whatever went
before." (London, 1964,p.ll8) Also,
Hans Eysenck(1952) examined the
existing research on
psychotherapy and concluded
that "approximately two-thirds of
all neurotics improve over a two-
year period whether they
received psychotherapy or not -
a phenomenon called spontaneous
recovery—and that those that
receive psychotherapy are not
significantly more likely to
improve than those who do not "
(Krebs & Blackman)
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The success:' of "!.
psychotherapy appears ito depend
more on the qualities of
therapists and clients than on
the types of therapy Therapists
who have warm, nonpossessive,
open, and erhpathic concern for
clients are more successful.
Research also .reveals t$at
investigators have found that ••
healthy clients improve more
than seriously troubled clients
The prognosis is. better for people
from high socioeconomic strata
than for people from low
socioeconomic strata. (Inspired
from "Abnormal Psychology by
Krebs & Blackman;

"There is one possibility"

In conclusion, the superego
or conscience one inherits is

unchangeable As shown in the
above research investigations on
psychotherapy. "Therapy used is
no better than therapy not
used." (Abnormal Psychology,
Krebs & Blackman, 1988) 1 always
said that, life is a battle of

conscience. There is however, ore
possibility in actually changing
one's life and that is through a
total Christian commitment of

belief in Jesus Christ The Biblical

quote: "So a man thinketh, so he
shall be', is the only true
cognitive therapy which is
successful All other scientific

efforts are but a facade - an

external facade. Furthermore,
anyone who wishes to reap
benefits from any and all
therapeutic experience must
endeavour to become whole, and

without Christ it is a desperate
and circular movement always
returning back to the inescapable
and original conscience one is
born into •
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Help Wanted

Volunteers are still needed for the

May 9th Open House. Mostly kitchen
help is needed but all places could
use a hand. You can sign up at the
Inmate Committee shack. Let's work

together to make Open Houses
enjoyable for all.

Have you seen a show or read
something and wanted to talk about
it? We always welcome your book
reports, movie critiques or opinions
on articles. In addition to reviewers.

The Echo is also looking for research
staff, writing staff, reporters and
contributors to new departments
such as the recently created In Your
Dreams column (see page 3 and 12).
Install your own department or
section of the Echo to write about

what interests you most.
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Primary n f>
by Ralph Powers Part 1

For me it is a most encouraging sign
that the organizers of a conference on
Prison Health Care: have seen fit to include

in the program some discussion of
Primary Prevention. At first blush it does
not seem appropriate for those
responsible for the care of prisoners to be
looking at possible ways of preventing the
kind of behavior that gets people to prison
in the first place. But from my point of
view it may well be that the most
important aspect of the work involved in
caring for prison inmates is just that. For
such work, perhaps .more than any other,
can provide the understanding and
motivation necessary for increased efforts
at primary prevention. If everyone
involved with the care and management
of society's most visible antisocial
members, either protecting others ..from
them or attempting to rehabilitate them,
would translate the sadness and despair
engendered by such work into attempts to
understand and prevent the next
generation of similar casualties, society
would be better served. For this reason,
perhaps a fixed portion of the budget of
every institution involved with
'breakdown products" should be
permanently assigned to primary
prevention.

I would like to now Viefly outline
my personal experience in the
Correctional System so one might have a
better understanding of some of the
influences which have led me to a

preoccupation with primary prevention.
In 1973 I was sent on a 60 day court

order to a prison hospital for an opinion
about my mental state at the time of my
offenses of attempted murder and
possession of a restricted weapon, and also
to assess my dangerousness and my
treatability. The maximum security
facility had four 38 bed "ranges" as an
assessment unit. But was more along the
lines of a custodial culture due to the fact
that a great many psychopaths were
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under management there. Thus having
been involved rather closely with a great
many psychopaths over quite a few years,
and having been able to follow many of
them personally over the years I have
served time 1 found myself in the rather
uncomfortable position of being viewed as
knowledgeable about psychopaths.

Uncomfortable because, as with
others who have first band experience
with large numbers of psychopaths over a
long period of time, there is a sense of
bewilderment about what the.; condition

really is. •'• There seems to be forever cases
that don't quite fit diagnostically, as well
as the eternal question, of "What is wrong
with these prisoners?" Not withstanding
that, Harvey Milton Checkley has always
made the most sense of the subject,
capturing as he does withkhis eloquent
prose;' and his sixteen point check-list the
essence of psychopathy as I have
experienced it.

Characteristics
of a PSychopath

(1) Superficial Charm and good
intelligence
(2) Absence of delusions and other signs
of irrational thinking
(3) Absence of "nervousness" or
Psychoneurotic manifestations
(4) Unreliability
(5) Untruthfulness and Insecurity
(6) Lack of remorse, and shame
(7) Inadequately motivated antisocial
behavior

(8) Poor Judgment and failure to learn by
experience
(9) Pathologic egocentricity and
incapacity for love.
(10) General poverty in major effective
reactions

(11) Specific loss of insight
(12) Fantastic and Uninviting behavior
with while drinking and without.
(13) Unresponsiveness in general
interpersonal relations
14) A tendency to be violent
(15) An impersonal, trivial, and poorly
integrated sex life.
(16) Failure to follow any life plan.



Sporting Semantics

from Random House Diclio»ar\

Sportsman - one who engages in
sports, exhibits qualities in sports as
fairness, courtesy, good temper, etc.

Sportsmanship - the character,
practice or skill of a sportsman,
fairness, courtesy, being a cheerful
loser, etc.

Referee - (in games and sports) one
who judges, having functions fixed
by the rules of the game or sport.

Game - a competitive activity
involving skill, chance or endurance
on the part of two or more persons
who play according to a set of rules,
usually for their own amusement or
for that of spectators.

Unbiased - not biased, fair,

impartial - synonym - fair, equitable,
tolerant, neutral.

Gopn - hired hoodlum or thug,
stupid, foolish or awkward person.

"Reckless driving—what about you'
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Basketball - Glass backboards are

down and N.B.A. playoffs are quickly
approaching, so let's see the Larry
Birds Michaels and Barkleys out on
the floor. With a three point
shootout and a three on three

tournament scheduled for the near

future, practice could turn out to be a
profitable adventure. There will be
scrub games during the coming
weeks. A schedule is printed on the
calendar outside the bull's office in

the gym.

Badminton, Raquetball and
Volleyball -We've had some
participation regarding badminton
and very little action with volleyball.
The nets for both of these sports will
be set up on Tuesdays and Thursday
evening. So let's see all you couch
potatoes peel yourselves from your
cells and get cooking down at the
gym. P.S. Don't forget raquetball is
open to anyone who wants to play
during gym hours. The raquets for
the above sports are also available.



Tennis - It's good to see the tennis
courts being used at every
opportunity. With the sport being so
popular, we ask that all matches be
kept to a best of three sets. This will
allow us all to enjoy this facility.
Keep yourselves practicing, because
tournaments are approaching fast.
Again, we the sports department are
asking for help to organize a tennis
tournament. We would like to make

a BBQ for visitors to watch the final
rounds. This will take volunteer

help. uSo let's get busy!"

Softball - The season is ready to
go. With the pre-season proving to be
a major success and, each team
capable of beating each other, we
anticipate a fun competitive league.

Issue: Hopefully the miniature
backstop is only a week or so away
from being enlarged. A proposal
went in four weeks ago. Who knows
what will happen there? We're all
waiting! There are many reasons
why we should improve the quality
of the backstop. The first one being
s a fe t y. The other night, a pitcher
delivered a change up. It was
promptly pulled foul. If someone
walking by or sitting talking would
have been hit, it could have been

fatal. Also a bat could come flying
out of someone's hand. You get the
picture!

Another sensible reason is

: 1

money. At $10 per softball it will
cost a minimum of S30 per game to
play. A small extension at the top of
the backstop will prevent the loss of
over half of the foul balls and

substantially minimize costs.
Gloves and Equipment:

Remember this stuff has been

purchased for us all, so let's take care
of it! Until we can buy more gloves,
we ask people to share institutional
gloves. Good luck in the coming
season, and anyone who knows a
competitive outside team who is
willing to enter our tournaments,
come and notify us in the gym.

"I'm Ed Farnsworth from Farnsworth Heating ar.tt
Cooling What seems to be the problem?"
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Final Scoring Race Final Team Stats

Team Name PI aver ii A. Pis. W L T Pts GP

1 Rebels

2 T-Birds

J. Dow

C. Stirsky
182

77

93

52

275

129 Rebels 18 1 0 36 19

3 Rebels K. Kirkwood 60 48 110 Huskies 8 11 0 16 19

4 Huskies S. Lauder 55 38 93 T-birds 7 12 0 14 19

5 Canucks H. Hill 60 32 92 Canucks 5 14 0 10 19
6 Canucks S. Fox 44 47 91

7 Canucks

8 Canucks

T. Smith

G. Billy
43

43

31

23

74

66
Skills Com petition

9 Huskies W. Jansen 23 37 60

10 Huskies S. Douglas 32 25 57 W inners Prizes

11 T-bird W. McKay 36 21 57

12 T-birds T. Boutilier 21 28 49 1st S. Lauder $20 Canteen

13 T-birds B. Hunt 31 17 48 2nd J. Dow $15 Canteen

14 Rebels F. Daley 19 27 46 3rd J. Hornel $10 Canteen

15 Rebels P. Thibeault 12 31 43

Best Goalie Lou Volk $10 Canteen

WOODCARVERS
c9/0\

We carry a full stock of elbow, "D", lip
and gutter fidze kits, straight knives,
bent knives & blades of all shapes
and sizes, paints and other carving

supplies. We also make custom tools.

CATALOGUE ttJO

W00DCHIPS CARVING SUPPLIES LTD.
361? E. 4th Ave. Vancouver, B.C. U5M-1M2

PHONE C604J 299-9135-FAX C604J 299-8995
Ton Free Recorded Order Une l-8<XW95-7478

(WE WILL BE RELOCATING SHORTLY)
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